
COPING WITH A BLIND PET
Receiving the news that your pet is blind or going blind is always a shock but animals cope far
better than people as they do not have the psychological barriers we have and their other senses
are much better than ours.  In fact, a recent study of owners of blind dogs found that the majority of
owners  perceived  their  dogs  to  have  moderate  to  excellent  quality  of  life  and  felt  that  their
relationship with their pet had improved.  With a little guidance from you as a “seeing eye person”
patient.entity.name should live a perfectly happy life. 
  
patient.entity.name will have a period of adjustment, which will probably only last about 2-3 weeks,
but  during  this  time disorientation,  anxiety  and  confusion  may occur.   We can  help  with  this
medically  or  with  a  pheromone  releasing  collar  which  decreases  stress  and  anxiety.
patient.entity.name will  begin to rely more heavily on other senses such as hearing and smell
during this period to help them get around and they seem to develop a sort of radar that will help
navigate the environment.

Blind pets quickly learn to negotiate their territory with ease and without bumping into objects.  You
can assist patient.entity.name by not moving anything and creating routines.  It is very helpful if you
get  into  the  habit  of  announcing  your  presence  and  talking  through  every  action  with
patient.entity.name  so that they know you are there.  It is also essential that all small children are
educated on how to approach patient.entity.name so as to not frighten them.

patient.entity.name can exercise normally but should always be supervised, especially when in a
new environment.   Having  a  fenced  in  or  secure  exercise  area  is  perfect.   Being  on  a  lead
elsewhere is still exciting.  It is said that up to one third of a dog's brain is dedicated to the sense of
smell so the simple act of sniffing around a park or the beach for 30 minutes is said to be as
enjoyable and stimulating for a dog as reading a book or seeing a movie is for us.  It is probably
like reading the newspaper as all of the news of who has been and gone is there in scent!

Suggestions to help you and patient.entity.name make the transition:

1. Try placing a bell on the collar of other pets in the household so patient.entity.name know
where they are.  You may have to get different sounding bells for each pet

2. Don't rearrange the furniture or other objects outdoors

3. Make sure patient.entity.name does not have access to roads

4. Ensure patient.entity.name cannot get access to any water features such as pools or ponds

5. Feed  patient.entity.name in exactly the same place everyday and keep water bowls and
sleeping areas in the same place too, this may become a safe haven if patient.entity.name
becomes disorientated



6. Stairs take longer to learn about so initially you may be best with a barrier to minimise
chances of falling.  You can use treats to entice patient.entity.name up the stairs and using
the word “step” for each step may prove helpful

7. Aromatic oils as warning and guiding smells can be useful. Use Citronella (which pets don't
like very much) and dab little spots at nose height on the corners of furniture, doorways,
chair and table legs or any places more likely to get bumped into.  A different scent can be
used for guiding, marking out passageways for patient.entity.name to follow.  It can be used
to  mark  boundaries,  eg  verandah  edges.   You  will  smell  them  for  a  few  days  but
patient.entity.name will smell the oils for weeks and then go by memory.  It may not even be
necessary to repeat the marking

8. Learn to verbalise every action so that patient.entity.name can hear what you are doing or
what you want them to do.  It will help patient.entity.name continue to enjoy going for walks
and with time even off leash.  When approaching  patient.entity.name use their name or
even stomp the floor so they do not get a surprise.  You will also need to inform strangers
and visitors how to approach patient.entity.name and give extra time for smelling

9. Remember that patient.entity.name will no longer be able to communicate with other pets,
especially dogs as posturing and body language cannot be seen but the other pets don't
know this

10. Initially  take  patient.entity.name on the same walks  so that  they get  the opportunity  to
memorise the way 

11. Floor coverings can also be utilised to communicate to your pet, for example a strip of floor
covering near the edge of the verandah will help your pet learn where the edge is

If you have any concerns or questions regarding patient.entity.name, please call us on 53811996.

WEBSITES OF INTEREST:
 www.blinddogs.net, www.pepedog.com, www.blinddog.info/coping.htm
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http://www.pepedog.com/

